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A FLEXIBLE COLLEGE DEGREE DESIGNED FOR WORKING ADULTS

Trellis Student Testimonial

"The projects at Southern New Hampshire University are teaching me how to be a better 
leader and how to motivate and encourage others. The projects are showing me different 

ways to look at difficult situations" - Shelby, Trellis student

How Does It Work? 

Meet Your Trellis Team Design Your Path Learn On Your Schedule 

Meet with our team to make 
sure we’re a good fit for you 
and you’re a good fit for us. 

Explore your personal goals and map out 
your schedule schedule and personalized 

college experience 
side-by-side with your coach. 

Everything you need is available 
online day and night — so you 

can adjust your routine as 
your life changes. 

Master Career Skills 

Work on challenging, real-world 
projects to gain valuable career-

aligned skills and knowledge. Advance 
more quickly through subjects 

you already know, and take more time 
where you need it. 

Support At Every Step 

Trellis coaches offer personalized 
support at every step, including navigating 

post graduation opportunities. 

Earn Your Degree 

Graduate with a college degree 
from Southern New Hampshire 

University (SNHU), a fully 
accredited non profit 

institution. 
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Trellis provides the support through an affordable, flexible 
and fast paced pathway to a fully accredited college 
degree from Southern New Hampshire University to 

achieve career advancement opportunities.

 SNHU degree pathways through Trellis include Healthcare 
Management, Business, and Communications. Trellis staff 
are devoted to your success and will assist in helping you 

leverage your degree into career advancement. 

Trellis provides personalized coaching for every student, 
including enrollment and financial aid assistance, college 

completion support, and technology so each student is 
set up for success.
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